
 

Carbon Footprint Report for Wordboss.de

This report provides an assessment of the carbon footprint of a website visit to wordboss.de. The
data evaluated includes the size of the page, energy consumption, carbon emissions and
performance.

Sustainability Score

The website is hosted by Linode, a green host running on sustainable energy. This means that the
server powering this web page works on renewable resources which contribute significantly less to
overall CO2 emissions compared to traditional servers. In terms of environmental efficiency, it ranks
better than 78% of other web pages we've scanned. This speaks volumes about its commitment
towards sustainability.

Carbon Emissions

CO2: Each view produces an estimated 0.17g of CO2.



Volume: In terms of volume, 0.096L of CO2 is produced every time you visit this web page.
Anually: At ~1,000,000 visits per year, wordboss.de produces as much c02 as 0.038 cars
annually.
Trees Needed: At ~10,000 visits per month, it will take approximately 0.83 tree annually to
offset the co2 production from wordboss.de.

Website Performance

The web page also receives a performance score of 97%, which is quite impressive. This high score
means the website loads quickly and efficiently, providing a good user experience. Despite these
great scores, there are always improvements that can be made to further optimize website
performance and reduce carbon footprint.

General Website Optimization Best Practices

Here are some common best practices for optimizing websites:

Minimize HTTP requests: Most of a webpage's load time is spent downloading different
parts of the page, like scripts, stylesheets, and images. An HTTP request is made for each
one of these elements, so the more on-page components, the longer it takes for the page to
render.
Reduce server response time: Your server response time is affected by the amount of
traffic you receive, the resources each page uses, the software your server uses, and the
hosting solution you use.
Enable compression: Large pages (which could be up to 100kb and more) are slower to
download. The best way to speed their load time is by zipping them—a technique called
compression.
Optimize images: Ensure that your images are no larger than they need to be. Also ensure
they're in the right format (PNGs are generally better for graphics with fewer than 16 colors
while JPEGs are better for photographs) and that they're compressed for the web.

In conclusion, Wordboss.de has done a great job in reducing its carbon footprint whilst maintaining
an effective website operation. However, continuous optimization efforts will further enhance its
sustainability profile.
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